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Country overview

POPULATION
- 2.9 MLN
  - 65% UNDER AGE 30
  - 42 TIMES LESS THAN THAILAND (65 MLN)

LOCATION
- NORTHEAST ASIA
  - BETWEEN RUSSIA & CHINA

LOCATION

GDP PER CAPITA
- 5400 USD
  - 2012

GDP GROWTH RATE
- 12.7%
  - ANNUAL
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Converged regulatory body

In charge of regulate:
- Radio
- Telecom
- Broadcasting
- Internet
- Postal services
- Conformity Assessment

The CRC’s jurisdiction covers entire region of Mongolia.
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ITU Expertise assistance
Certification system
Type Approval regime
Quality assurance
EMC, RF, Health & Safety

Study visit
National Radio Research Agency, Korea

Cooperation
Study visit
Product testing program
Lack of Test Lab:
- EMC, RF, Health & Safety approval procedure
- Protect citizen
- Market Surveillance

Human Resource
- Skilled workers
- Review test reports
- Certification practices

Document
- Technical specifications,
- Technical requirements
- Standards
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Thank you for your attention